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Scratch-off holograms can be used instead of traditional grey latex scratch-off panels on telephone top-

up cards, discount coupons, etc. Whereas the current grey scratch-off panel and the equipment needed 

to apply it are rapidly becoming commodities, production of the holographic scratch-off labels requires 

a great deal of investment in advanced technologies and a level of know-how which is not easily gained. 

Hence it is very tough to be duplicated.

Special film preparation and laminating techniques to layer a holographic visual barrier over pre-paid 

card 'PIN' numbers prevent the scratching, PIN theft and re-coating of cards. It scratches off cleanly 

and easily and its high opacity means there is no danger of the underlying data being destroyed. The end 

result maximizes branding opportunities for the client and provides a highly visual means of 

differentiation in this highly competitive market.

Scratch hologram is widely used to cover Pin codes for the banking, mobile cards, discount coupons, 

password, etc. on mobile card, member shipment card, lottery, ticket, bank document, etc, for high 

security purposes. The hologram image improves security ability of scratch coating greatly instead of 

normal scratch coating which is used for mobile cash cards or gift coupons usually. We produce both hot 

stamping foil scratch hologram and scratch hologram sticker (label). We can make customized design 

Scratch off Hologram with your company name, logo as well as general design hologram scratch. The 

designs of holograms are available as standard or to be a special custom hologram unique to customer. 

Hologram Scratch off Label
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The label is applied over the pre-printed information. To reveal the underlying information, use the 

edge of a coin to scratch off the holographic image. Scratch off hologram stickers carrying pin code, 

password or other information under the scratch coat are good secure and fool proof tools widely 

applied in the card industry. They are suitable for promotion, mobile fee charging, lottery, etc. 

Phone card number and PIN code is covered by scratch off hologram label. After your scratch the 

hologram coating by nail or coin, you will see card number and PIN code on card. Such as prepaid 

scratch mobile charging card or ticket is widely used. Our scratch hologram labels are shining, 

beautiful, easily scratch with high tamper and security. These labels are applied by machine automatic 

and manual for small quantity requirement. We provide the option to customize special label at your 

designed style and requirements. We are confident that you will be satisfied with our  products

As an option, scratch off holographic labels can be made with custom sizes and custom hologram 

images. 

Our promotional scratch off labels & stickers are a great way to promote your business with a scratch & 

win. You can even customize the top of the scratch off label or sticker with your own logo, top copy or 

scratch & win design & label size. 

In stock for immediate delivery

Customize label size or style

We can even add your logo

High capacity rolls available

 Easy to apply and scratch off. 

 High quality. 

 Self-adhesive 

Can be stuck by hand. 

 Excellent abilities in security field. 

 Can be used in labeling machines. 

 Applications: Phone cards, Game cards, paper cards, PVC cards and so on.
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